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Abstract

This is a report corresponding to our submission for the
CVPR 2022 AliProducts Challenge: Large-scale Cross-
Modal Product Retrieval. The aim of this challenge is to
design a system which is capable of retrieving related im-
ages using text queries. The challenge lies in the scale
of data, noisy image-caption pairs, and multi-lingual cap-
tions. Our solution is designed around joint image-text em-
bedding training followed by inference time techniques such
as test-time augmentation (TTA), image-text score normal-
ization, and ensemble. This allowed us to obtain a mean
Recall@5 and Recall@10 at 0.72695 on the test set.

1. Introduction
Aliproducts2 challenge was proposed to study cross-

modal representation learning to connect visual represen-
tation of an image to the high-level semantic concepts ex-
pressed in a text caption. The large-scale dataset proposed
by the challenge moderators is composed of ∼4M image-
caption pairs of ∼100K fine-grained classes. It includes
noisy image-caption pairs, a problem to take into account
during the learning phase of image-text alignments.

2. Solution
2.1. Joint embedding training

We use the popular paradigm of joint embedding learn-
ing by training an image encoder and text encoder with the
provided data. There are many existing methods suitable
for this task and we utilize the following 2 in our solution.

1. CLIP [11]: It trains the image, text and projection net-
works jointly on the image and text data. The objec-
tive function minimizes the cross-entropy between im-
age and text encodings. We add additional loss com-
ponents to the existing clip objective to explicitly pull
apart each image and each text caption in a batch with
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respect to all images and text captions respectively.
This is similar to the image and text self-supervision
methods adopted in SLIP [10] and DeCLIP [6] works,
without using the traditional contrastive scheme to
form the positive samples.

2. ALBEF [5]: It is a 2 stage joint embedding training
routine aimed at first aligning the text-image embed-
dings and then fine-tuning specifically for the task of
retrieval. Apart from using the loss objective of CLIP
it utilizes additional objectives for image-text match-
ing and contrastive learning. We follow the official im-
plementation of ALBEF [5] for pre-training and fine-
tuning.

2.2. Data cleaning

The training data is noisy and contains many instances
where the caption does not match the corresponding im-
age. In order to remove such noisy samples from training
we split the training data into 4 mutually exclusive subsets
and train a CLIP model with a swin backbone correspond-
ing to each. For a model mi, we aggregate its response
for ground-truth pairs on the remaining training set images,
Xtrain \Xtrain

i . We generate a final score as an average of
the individual scores. Heuristically, we observed that simi-
larity scores of ground-truth image-text embeddings below
0.2 corresponded to noisy samples in the training set. We
compose a clean training subset, Xclean, with samples cor-
responding to similarity scores ≥ 0.3. We use this clean
subset for fine-tuning models at a later stage.

2.3. Text-image consistency score normalization

The similarity score is computed as a dot product be-
tween the normalized text features and image features. Each
row of the resulting similarity matrix (S ∈ Rn×m) encapsu-
lates the similarity of text to all the images in the database.
The idea of consistency score normalization is to ensure that
if image i is the highest scoring sample for text j, it should
hold true the other way around as well. It is possible that the
closest matching text to image pair might not be the same
while doing image to text retrieval. To achieve this, we scale



Image Enc. Text Enc. Method Image Pre-Tr Text Pre-Tr Tokenizer TTA R@10

Vit-B [4] ALBEF ALBEF deit-base-in1k ALBEF BertTokenizer ✗ 0.6375
swin-B [7] ALBEF ALBEF in22k ALBEF BertTokenizer ✗ 0.6632

Swin-B BERT [3] CLIP-m in22k BERT BertTokenizer ✓ 0.7019
Convnext-B [8] BERT CLIP-m in22k BERT BertTokenizer ✓ 0.6910

Swin-B DistilBERT [12] CLIP-m in22k BERT DistilBertTokenizer ✓ 0.6842
Convnext-B DistilBERT CLIP-m in22k BERT DistilBertTokenizer ✓ 0.6559

Table 1. We refer to our modified version of CLIP as CLIP-m as detailed in section 2.

Algorithm 1 Iterative consistency score normalization

# S: Similarity matrix (n × m)
# N: Iterations for the normalization
for i in range(N):

t2i_max = S.max(dim=1)[0].view(-1, 1)
i2t_max = S.max(dim=0)[0].view(1, -1)

t_sim = S / t2i_max
i_sim = S / i2t_max
S = (t_sim+i_sim)/2

return S

the score with the maximum w.r.t images and the maximum
w.r.t the texts. We found that this normalization can boost
performance upto 2−3%. We repeat the normalization pro-
cess for few iterations and observed that it provides a further
boost of 0.3 − 0.5%. A simple python based implementa-
tion is provided in Algorithm 1.

2.4. Test-time augmentation

We make use of test-time augmentations for both the im-
age and the text to help boost the performance at test time.
For images, we obtain the embedding features over 7 infer-
ences using random crops (scale=[0.8, 1.0]). For texts, we
employ EDA over 5 inferences by randomly selecting only
one of the augmentations listed in section 3.

2.5. Ensemble

To combine the similarity scores of different approaches
we use a weighted ensembling scheme. The weight is pro-
duced as a softmax over their corresponding validation re-
call@10 using a temperature of 0.1.

2.6. Results

In Table 1, we report the recall@10 on the validation set,
prior to normalization, separately for all the models utilized
in the final ensemble.

3. Augmentations
The original CLIP [11] work utilizes solely a random

square crop (224) from resized images as data augmentation
during training. Subsequent works such as Declip [6] and
FILIP [14] perform data augmentation on both images and

texts such as AutoAugment [2], SimCLR [1] augmentation
and EDA [13], back-translation respectively.

We adopt a slightly stronger image augmentation policy
with respect to original CLIP one, composed of a Random-
ResizedCrop with scale in the range [0.6,1.0] and a Ran-
domErasing with Torchvision default parameters. EDA [13]
is used as text augmentation strategy, which contains three
types of text augmentation strategies: synonym replace-
ment, random swap, and random deletion.

3.1. Other training configs

We strictly followed ALBEF implementation and hyper-
parameters for generating their corresponding models. For
Clip-m, we found that the following set of hyperparameters
worked the best:

• First training with 30 epochs and then fine-tuning on
Xclean for another 10.

• We use a mini-batch size of 3440 text-image pairs in 8
GPUs (Nvidia A100 80GB) and of 3200 for Convnext-
B and Swin-B models respectively, both coupled with
BERT as a text encoder. The Convnext-B and Swin-B
models coupled with distilBert are trained on 8 Nvidia
40GB GPUs with a mini-batch size of 1560 and 1440
pairs respectively.

• We employ AdamW [9] optimizer with weight decay
0.1 and a learning rate of 0.0003 which is linearly
ramped up during the first 3 epochs. After warmup, we
use the cosine learning rate decay with a final value of
0.0. When using distilBERT [12] as text encoder, the
learning rate is increased to 0.0005.

4. What Did Not Work!
The following section lists some of the techniques we se-

lected over the course of the challenge that did not result in
any performance improvement. As a disclaimer we would
like to add that it is possible that we did not utilize them
with appropriate hyperparameters and it might be possible
to get good performance with them.

• Text Pre-processing: We found that pre-processing
the text data often led to drop in performance of a



model in comparison to the one trained as is. We ex-
plored removing digits, translating non-latin charac-
ters, splitting concatenated words.

• Architectures: In our experiments, transformer based
networks performed better than their convolution
counterparts. We tried ResNet-50, ResNest-101,
Mobilenet-v3, and Efficient-b3 but their performance
was lower in comparison to ViT-base. Moreover,
they often struggled to train and required tweaking of
learning rate, scheduling and weight decay. However,
we noted that Convnext works remarkably well when
trained with appropriate regularization.

• Augmentations: We tried AutoAugment [2] and Sim-
CLR [1] augmentation strategies. We speculate that
the augmentations drastically changing the color are
likely to harm training as, for many pairs, it is an addi-
tional cue to link text captions to images.

• Locking vision transformer did not provide any per-
formance gain in our experiments. In the original
work, the authors mention that employing a strong pre-
trained vision model and locking it during cross modal
training boosts in particular the zero-shot performance.

• Multilanguage: Using a multilingual distillBERT re-
sulted in a slight performance drop.

• Back translation: In the context of TTA we per-
formed back translation augmentation with no further
improvements upon EDA.

5. Conclusion
In this report we have presented the solution we adopted

to tackle the CVPR 2022 AliProducts Challenge. We ex-
ploited state-of-the-art methodologies and architectures to
achieve a score equal to 0.72695 mean recall@5 and re-
call@10 on the unreleased test set, resulting as the second
best method in the AliProducts challenge.
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